A Framework of Reversible Color-tograyscale Conversion with Watermarking Feature.
Reversible color-to-grayscale conversion (RCGC) is a method that embeds the chromatic information of a full color image into its grayscale version such that the original color image can be reconstructed in the future when necessary. In practical applications, it is required to provide a means to authenticate an information-embedded image such that its integrity can be guaranteed. However, none of the current RCGC algorithms take this factor into account. In this paper, to address this issue, we develop an information-embedding framework based on a vector quantization-based (VQ-based) RCGC algorithm recently proposed by us. Under this framework, we propose a RCGC algorithm that can embed both chromatic information and fragile watermark simultaneously into a grayscale image with the same technique to reduce the complexity and improve the efficiency. Like other VQ-based RCGC algorithms, the performance of the proposed RCGC algorithm highly relies on the palette it uses. We also propose a palette generation algorithm in this paper to support the information embedding process such that the visual quality of the color-embedded grayscale images and the reconstructed color images can be significantly improved.